BLESSING DAYS and SHOCKPOINTS
The Blessing Days are indicated by white lines on an
EARTHSONG to the left. The black lines show intervals of 24 days starting with the beginning of the yearly
cycle. There are 15 of these 24 day intervals per year.
There are 24 Chi Chi of 15 (plus or minus 1) days. Because there are 365 days each year 5 extra daily cycles
occur. Taking into account the leap years, it takes 32
years for the same daily cycle to be on the same date.
Each Chi Chi finishes and starts on a Blessing Day when
the vibration switches to another circuit. In other words
the influence of the Chi Chi is near zero and we are not
so much ruled by the heavens and more EARTHED.
These Blessing Days according to the Tibetans are bliss
if you have cleared the Chi Chi circuit/organ during the
previous 15 days. The influence of the Chi Chi frequencies builds up to a maximum in the middle and decreases
again after the 8th day. With the aid of the Chi Chi
Issues diagram and the EARTHSONG you can heal an
issue for 15 days. In my experience there will be discomfort in any of the spaces corresponding to jewels in your
eyes during the relevant Chi Chi.

Shockpoints

The EARTHSONG for 2009-2010
and later shows the shockpoints on
the Chi Chi ring as black boxes

A shockpoint occurs when the same space vibrated by
the Daily cycle is also vibrated by the Chi Chi cycle.
This will happen 3 times on that day. The combination of both components increases the effect of the vibration and adversely affects those who have a jewel
or pool in the corresponding space in the eyes.
These are times when people “loose it” and accidents
occur. Many, but not all of the terrorist attacks in the
past 8 years occurred during times when there was a
shockpoint. The one in Bali occurred during a mood
when the Liver was in a shockpoint. The Liver gives
us Security!
To the left is a detail of the 2008-2009 EARTHSONG
showing the shockpoints during the Gemini Chi Chi
by a heart in the box for the moods during which they
will occur. These are also optimum times to receive a
Tibetan Pulsing session focussed on the issue, because the earth’s Pulse is tuning the bioelectricity in
support. An eye reading from Sharan includes dates
on which these moods will occur for you. There are
at least 4 shockpoints during each Chi Chi. The days
on either side of a Blessing Day can be affected by
the outgoing and the incoming organ’s Chi Chi circuit
and the shockpoints can relate to both Chi Chi. An
example of such a day is Friday the 5th of June 2009
when there are 3 shockpoints on the same day!

